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A tourist stands by the swimming pool on the rooftop of the Gran Manzana Hotel in Havana. — AFP photos A worker cleans the Spa Albear at the Gran Manzana Hotel in Havana.

After a big event like FIFA the world has seen many
changes in Russia with building new roads, air-
ports, hotels and restaurants. For GCC tourists,

many improvements like implementing Halal friendly con-
cept in hotels and restaurants have been introduced in
the country.

The fact that during the FIFA World Cup guests were
accepted on the basis of their FAN ID proves that the

country is ready to implement easier visa process as the
country has already opened its doors to UAE citizens
who do not need a visa to travel to Russia anymore. 

New trends
Russia is keen to explore the possibilities of space

tourism and tourists can now try space simulators that
are used by real cosmonauts to fly to space or the real

Zero gravity at cosmonaut training centre at Star city.
Event tourism has also shown its growth and this year
Moscow will become the first platform in Russia where
Arab designers will introduce their creations to the
Russian audience.

It the biggest project in fashion industry where great-
est designers who dress world-famous Hollywood stars
(such as Nicki Minaj, Beyonce, Heidi Klum and many oth-

ers), as well as members of the Royal families of Arab
countries will present their unique and bold design, rec-
ognized throughout the world. “We are building a bridge
between Russia and the Middle East in terms of tourism
and culture and we see constant growth of interest
towards Russia” said Basel Al Aswad, Head of the Russian
tourism board.

Tourism in Russia: Opportunities after FIFA World Cup

I
n Havana, there’s a shop selling a camera for more than
$25,000 — roughly 850 times the average monthly
wage in Cuba. The eye-popping sum earned pre-
dictable scorn on social media, but it begins to make

sense when seen through the lens of the island’s fledgling
bid to tap into the luxury tourism market. The exclusive
camera store and other boutiques featuring A-list brands
like Versace and Armani are located in a shopping gallery
on the ground floor of the swanky Gran Hotel Manzana.

The mere existence of the shops certainly seems incon-
gruous in a country that has been governed as a one-par-
ty communist state since 1959, and where the average
wage is $30 a month. But the hotel isn’t exactly looking for
locals to buy in-it attracts “a clientele of private air-
planes... princes and celebrities,” according to general
manager Xavier Destribats.

The Gran Hotel Manzana, the first ever five-star estab-
lishment in Havana, opened in 2017 in a sumptuous historic
building that was, at the beginning of the 20th century, the
island’s first shopping mall. The property run by Swiss
group Kempinski is “the first genuine luxury hotel in
Havana,” said Destribats.

“It’s the first hotel with a 1,000-square-meter spa,” he
said. All the rooms are at least 40 square meters (430
square feet), with prices ranging from $370 for a basic
room in low season to $5,000 for the presidential suite.
“There was a certain type of clientele that didn’t travel to
Havana, or Cuba, because there wasn’t the standard of
luxury five-star hotel like in cities such as Paris or
London,” Destribats added.

‘Feels like Miami’ 
The hotel terrace offers stunning views over Havana’s

colorful historic neighborhood, where many Cubans live in
dilapidated buildings that have fallen into disrepair or have
vegetation sprouting from them. “It really doesn’t feel like
Cuba, clearly not-it feels like being in the United States,
Miami or Puerto Rico,” said Celia Liegeois, a 26-year-old
tourist from Paris. Having traveled around the island nation
for three weeks, she and a friend had decided to spend
their last few days relaxing by the hotel’s rooftop pool.

Nearby, Suki Lu, a recently arrived 28-year-old
Chinese television presenter, is impressed at what she
sees. “It’s beautiful. Look at the sunset! It’s truly addic-
tive,” she said. “I live in Dubai so when you talk about lux-
ury hotels, the level there is really high, but I think I’ll like
this hotel,” she said, while her friend used a drone to get
an aerial view of the building.

The largest single group of visitors to the Gran Hotel
Manzana-one-fifth of the total-are tourists from the
United States, although there are plenty of visitors from
Europe, Asia and the Middle East. The Kempinski group,
which hopes to open two or three more hotels in Cuba, is
of course not the only chain to show an interest in the
ultra-luxury market.

In September 2018, Spain’s Iberostar opened its sec-

ond five-star hotel, the Grand Packard. French hotel giant
Accor is planning on opening its own luxury establishment
on the Malecon, Havana’s famous seaside boulevard, in
September. It will include a chocolate shop on its ground
floor and a restaurant and concert space on its roof. The
employees’ outfits will be designed by Spanish fashion
designer Agatha Ruiz de la Prada.

US blacklist 
However, there is a slight catch: in every case, the

hotels are owned by Gaviota, the Cuban army’s branch
dedicated to tourism. The foreign hotel groups are only
allowed to run the establishments, all built by French
group Bouygues, which has a long-standing local pres-
ence. Authorities don’t publish the army’s revenues, but
this alliance between hoteliers and the military landed the
luxury hotels on Washington’s blacklist. US tourists are
technically banned from staying in the hotels-but the
restriction can be easily circumvented by either paying in
cash or booking through travel agents.

Beyond hotels, developers have more ideas to entice
those with deep pockets. “There’s a plan to build golf
courses in partnership with real estate groups,” said
industry expert Jose Luis Perello. The opening of a luxury
hotel means Cuba has turned a corner, he said. “Since it
opened up to international tourism more than 20 years
ago, Cuba has focused all its plans and strategies” on “sun
and beach tourism” for the masses, Perello said.

That category currently accounts for 73 percent of the
70,000 hotel rooms on offer in Cuba. And those who rent
them usually don’t spend much money. The same goes for

cruise ship tourists-while the number of cruises docking in
Cuba has exploded, passengers only spend an average of
$15 a day on land. That isn’t great news for Cuba, which
welcomed 4.7 million tourists in 2018 — it needs the cash.
The government, which has been subjected to US sanc-
tions since 1962, used to depend on aid from its oil-rich
ally Venezuela. But with Venezuela in turmoil, Cuba is
scrambling for other sources of hard currency and its eco-
nomic growth has stagnated at around one percent-not
enough to cover the population’s basic needs. Opening
luxury hotels is “a new stage,” but also “a necessity,”
Tourism Minister Manuel Marrero Cruz says. — AFP

Cuba taps into high-end
luxury tourist market

Tourists sit by the swimming pool on the rooftop of the Gran Manzana Hotel in Havana.

Tourists sit next to the swimming pool on the rooftop of the
Gran Manzana Hotel in Havana.

A tourist walks past the counter of the Spa Albear at the Gran
Manzana Hotel in Havana.

Tourists sit at the lobby of the Gran Manzana Hotel in Havana.

A waiter serves a cocktail at the Gran Manzana Hotel in Havana. Tourists visit a camera shop at the Gran Manzana Hotel in
Havana.

Tourists stand next to an old American car in front of the Gran
Manzana Hotel in Havana.

Tourists sit by the swimming pool on the rooftop of the Gran Manzana Hotel in Havana.


